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by Loooking for a site that s easy to
navigate and lots of content? Thanks
and enjoy your search! SEO SEO
basics: How it works How to optimize
your website for your search engine
(1) SEO and social media: Why to aim
for organic search 7 ways social media
marketing can help your SEO 2)
Search engine optimization: Why use
it at all 6) Follow me please SEO: How
to Optimize Your Website For Your
Next Play date What is SEO? An
overview of the basics. : What is SEO?
Search engine optimization is the
practice of improving search engine
rankings for a web site. Consider the
search terms you might use to find a
particular service or product: Note:
SEO friendly content makes your
website more accessible and increases
the probability that people will find
you. There are different approaches to
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optimization and many factors to
consider: On-page factors: HTML code
that you can control, URLs and
internal linking to your site are all part
of what you can control directly on
your website. Off-page factors: How
well you connect with other websites,
social media, Google, etc. is
something you cannot control directly.
On-page factors are your hands-on, inhouse efforts. They will affect your
website’s rankings directly. “On-page
factors” is a broad term, but it refers
to the elements that you can control
directly on your website. This includes:
Where your content is housed, URLs,
titles, tags and keywords The “how,”
and methods of how to optimize your
site, including tag words and
optimization How your site is written,
including internal linking The “where”
is what you can’t control directly: Your
relationships with other websites
Social media Search engines External
links to your website Off-page factors
are those factors over which you have
little control, but could have a big
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impact on your website’s ranking. This
includes: Backlinks 6d1f23a050
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